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This category should prove to be a relatively safe haven if interest rates tick higher.
Muni-short funds are a step up from tax-free money market funds. They don't offer the
fixed-dollar share price of a money market, but they do offer more potential return
without a lot of added volatility. For the year to date through Oct. 31, 2002, for example,
the average muni-short fund gained 4.2%, while the average tax-free money market
gained just 0.7%. That pattern holds over longer periods as well, as the average munishort fund has outperformed the average tax-free money market by considerable amounts
over the trailing three-. five-, and 10-year periods.
Of course, the added interest-rate sensitivity of muni-short funds relative to money
market funds can cause losses during periods of rising rates. In 1994 and 1999, for
example, the average muni-short fund posted capital losses of 4.9% and 3.4%,
respectively. Those losses compare favorably with the losses posted by intermediate- and
long-term municipal-bond funds in each of those years, but they are losses nonetheless.
Our favorite muni-short funds include Vanguard Limited-Term Tax-Exempt VMLTX
and T. Rowe Price Tax-Free Short-Intermediate PRFSX. Both funds boast solid longterm records, and both have continued to perform well in 2002. Vanguard Limited-Term
continues to benefit from its ultralow expense ratio, while T. Rowe Price ShortIntermediate has profited from its exposure to the health-care sector.
Rising interest rates could make for rough sledding, but we think our muni-short Analyst
Picks will continue to serve conservative muni investors well.
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Analyst Picks: Muni Short Category
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Evergreen High Income Municipal Bond VMPAX
This fund is not nearly as conservative as the Vanguard pick, but it has a solid long-term
record (largely as Davis Tax-Free High Income). Manager Clark Stamper is known for
his ability to scour the market for underpriced bonds. And though the fund stumbled a bit
in 1999, it bounced back strongly in 2000 and earned topnotch returns in 2001.
Strong Short-Term Municipal Bond STSMX
This fund also takes on more credit risk than many rivals, as manager Lyle Fitterer
typically holds a large stash of BB and BBB rated issues. He does, however, keep the
fund's duration in a tight two- to three- year range, which has helped moderate the fund's
volatility. The portfolio will likely lag its peers if there is a flight to quality -- as it did in
2000. However, it remains a good choice for those who don't mind taking on additional
credit risk to capture more income.
T. Rowe Price Tax-Free Short-Intermediate PRFSX
This fund is a solid all-around offering. It boasts a below-average expense ratio, sticks
mainly with high-quality bonds, and has delivered strong long-term returns. The fund's
risk/reward profile is impressive, and it has consistently delivered a better-than-average
income payout.
USAA Tax-Exempt Short-Term USSTX
This fund also takes advantage of its low expense ratio. Manager Clifford Gladson is
keen on low- to mid-quality credits, and keeps duration short and fairly steady, which
moderates volatility.
Vanguard Limited-Term Tax-Exempt VMLTX
Ultralow expenses are the key here. This category's winners and losers are often
separated by less than 1%, so the importance of this fund's expense advantage can not be
stressed enough. And because of that advantage, the fund doesn't need to take on lots of
extra credit risk to keep up with the group's more-aggressive members. Quite simply, it
is a terrific choice.
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Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. provides portfolio management services exclusively
for institutional and high net worth accounts and does not sell the mutual funds for which
it is a sub-adviser. Also, please note: purchasers of mutual funds must receive a copy of
a particular mutual fund's prospectus before a purchase is made.
Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. has been the sub-adviser to this Fund since October
1995 and B. Clark Stamper, our President, has been its Portfolio Manager since June
1990.
Past performance does not guarantee future results, and current performance may be
higher or lower than the performance data quoted. Investment return and principal value
of an investment will fluctuate so that investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth
more or less than their original cost.
Returns - Figures quoted are total returns calculated for the share class and time periods
shown. Performance includes the reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains
distributions. Performance does not reflect the deduction of taxes that a shareholder
would pay on a fund distribution or the redemption of fund shares. Please go to
Morningstar's and/or Lipper's websites for more information.

Disclaimer: This web site is for Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. Institutional and High Net Worth
Money Management only. Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. is an independent registered investment
advisor. Prior Performance achievements are not necessarily an indication of future performance. In other
words, past performance does not guarantee future results. There are many types of risk and returns, and
the tradeoffs among them can result in different positive or negative returns depending upon the subtleties
of the specific credit and security characteristics. Investment return and the principal value of an investment
will almost certainly fluctuate and can sometimes entail large losses. Note that Stamper Capital &
Investments, Inc., its clients, and/ or its employees may or may not be long or short any of the securities or
investments mentioned on this website. Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. does not sell the mutual funds
for which it is or was a sub-adviser. Purchasers of mutual funds must receive a copy of a particular mutual
fund's prospectus before a purchase is made. State of California Required Disclosure Legend
"IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION" "(1)A broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA
rep may only transact business in a particular state after licensure or satisfying qualifications requirements
of that state, or only if they are excluded or exempted from the state's broker-dealer, investment adviser,
BD agent or IA rep requirements, as the case may be; and "(2)Follow-up, individualized responses to
consumers in a particular state by broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep that involve either
the effecting or attempting to effect transactions in securities or the rendering of personalized investment
advice for compensation, as the case may be, shall not be made without first complying with the state's
broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep requirements, or pursuant to an applicable state
exemption or exclusion. "(3)for information concerning the licensure status or disciplinary history of a
broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep, a consumer should contact his or her state securities
law administrator." © All rights reserved by Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc.
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